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Stamped Amphora Handles 
from Tel Beersheba 
WILLIAM D. E. COULSON MARGARET S. MOOK JAMES W. REHARD 
American School of Classical Studies College of Arts and Sciences 1003 Hilldale Drive 
54 Souidias Street Foreign Languages and Literature Macon, Missouri 63552 
Athens 10676 Iowa State University 
Greece Ames, IA 50011 
wcoyl@leon.nrcps.ariadnet.gr msmook@iastate.edu 
with contributions by Virginia R. Gracet 
This article publishes the 39 stamped amphora handles found during excavations 
conducted at Tel Beersheba between 1969 and 1976. All were found in poorly stratified 
contexts and so have no real stratigraphic value. They do, however, attest to the impor- 
tance of Beersheba in the Rhodian economic sphere of the late Hellenistic period and 
add to our knowledge of Rhodian fabricants and eponyms of the second century B.C. 
INTRODUCTION 
A total of 39 stamped amphora handles were found during excavations at Tel Beersheba 
between 1969 and 1976 by the Institute of 
Archaeology at Tel Aviv University under the direc- 
tion of the late Yohanan Aharoni. Since the handles 
come from poorly stratified contexts, they cannot 
be considered as having any real stratigraphic value, 
but they do provide interesting information on the 
prosopography of the late Hellenistic period and for 
this reason are worth publication. 
Of the 39 handles, 19 come from the area of the 
Hellenistic temple in the center of the site (Derfler 
1993). With the exception of one surface find, the 
rest of the handles were found scattered throughout 
Strata II-IV of the city; none were found in undis- 
turbed contexts. For ease in finding their location for 
future study, we present precise excavation infor- 
mation at the beginning of each entry in the accom- 
panying catalog; this includes registration number, 
photograph number, and stratum/pail numbers (for 
an explanation of the strata, see Aharoni 1973: 8). 
Since in most cases the photographs do not add to 
the drawings and profiles, they have been omitted 
from this publication. The drawings (at a scale of 
1:1) have been made from rubbings of the stamps 
and thus represent what is actually preserved rather 
than what a particular artist saw. Profiles of the han- 
dle fragments (at a scale of 1:2) have been included 
because they might help ceramic specialists to study 
developments in shape. Profiles of nos. 3, 11, 20, 
and 25 are important because in these cases the rims 
are also preserved; similarly, the profiles of nos. 7, 
33, 35-36, and 37-39 are important because they 
are not from well-known classes. Since the Rhodian 
handles all have a fairly uniform fabric and slip, 
readings from the Munsell Soil Color Charts (1975) 
are not provided for each individual catalog entry, 
but are described generally below. Readings are, 
however, provided for other less well-known and 
unidentified handles. The Rhodian fabric consists of 
a well-levigated clay with some small grit inclusions. 
The color of the fabric ranges from light red (Mun- 
sell 2.5YR 6/6) to reddish brown (2.5YR 5/4), red- 
dish yellow (5YR 7/6), and various shades of pink 
(5YR 7/4-8/4 and 7.5YR 8/4). The color of the slip 
ranges from shades of pink (7.5YR 8/3-8/4) to those 
of very pale brown (10YR 8/3-8/4). 
By far the majority of stamps (31) are of Rhodian 
origin; 26 can be dated to the second century and 
three to the third century B.C. Of the others, one 
is Chian, four are Roman of the first century B.C., 
and three are of uncertain origin. All the datable 
t Deceased 
47 
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stamps can be assigned to Periods II-V, a period 
of intense Rhodian exportation; indeed, 18 of the 
stamps belong to Period V. For the Rhodian stamps, 
only Grace's period dates are provided in this arti- 
cle (Grace 1985: 42-43); in this way, whenever the 
absolute dates for a period change as more archae- 
ological evidence becomes available, it will be pos- 
sible to redate easily previously published material. 
In sum, Grace's period dates, which are based on a 
thorough study of Rhodian amphorae and their han- 
dle stamps, especially exports to Athens and Attica, 
Alexandria, Delos, and Pergamon, are as follows: 
Period II, ca. 240-205 B.C.; Period III, ca. 205-175 
B.C.; Period IV, ca. 175-146 B.C.; Period V, ca. 146- 
108 B.c.; and Period VI, ca. 108-88 B.C. (see also 
Grace and Savvatianou-Petropoulakou 1970: 289- 
317; Grace 1974: 193-203; Rotroff 1987: 4-6). 
After the end of the second century B.C., the Rhod- 
ian export market begins to decline and is gradually 
taken over by Rome. This shift is mirrored by the 
presence of four Roman stamps in the Beersheba 
assemblage. 
Even though the Beersheba handles have little 
chronological force for the stratigraphy of the site, 
they do attest to the prominence of the site in the 
Rhodian economic sphere of the late Hellenistic 
period. They also provide important information that 
adds to our knowledge of Rhodian fabricants, in- 
cluding three women fabricants and eponyms of the 
second century B.C., and of the devices used in the 
stamps. They also add significantly to the relatively 
small but growing number of published stamps from 
Israel. 
THE STAMPED HANDLES 
1. 14026/1. Photo no. 1.2484. 1606 H-2 1601 
Rose 
Aksadv8pou 
Secondary stamp: theta 
Rhodian, Periods IV-V 
(V. R. G.)1 Aks4avSpog, who uses circular stamps 
with rose (above the legend), is one of the Rhodian 
fabricants whose amphorae are marked with small 
secondary stamps in addition to the regular endors- 
ing and dating stamps on the tops of the handles. 
The secondary stamps are usually set on the side of 
the upper attachment of one (at random) of the two 
handles of the jar. Thus, on a broken-off handle such 
a stamp may appear with either an endorsing (fabri- 
cant's) or a dating (eponym's) name; but in either 
case the secondary stamp was applied in the factory 
of the fabricant, and the eponym's name is on the jar 
merely for dating. (Years in Rhodes bore the names 
of the annually appointed priests of Halios, of whom 
lists in chronological order existed for reference. 
Eponyms in stamps often have the title "priest.") 
The purpose of these additional (secondary) stamps, 
first applied in the second decade of the second cen- 
tury B.C., was presumably to narrow the responsibil- 
ity for a standard product: that is, perhaps individual 
working potters employed by a fabricant (manufac- 
1 
..? (,e) 
turer?) signed their own work by means of the sec- 
ondary stamps. Naming the month as well as the 
year (cf. no. 2) may have been another device for 
narrowing the responsibility: it would make a smaller 
group for discard in case a spot check showed a de- 
fect. When the production was large, as in the case 
of the fabricant Mi{ax (cf. no. 24), 30 or more sec- 
ondary stamps may be known in association with 
the same fabricant's name; we do not know if the 
working potters used new marks each year. 
For secondary stamps, see Grace (1985: 8-10), 
with references to earlier literature on the subject; 
Grace (1985: 45-46, pl. 1) illustrates their use. On 
the large production of the fabricant Mi{8a, see 
Grace (1985: 42). The most considerable study of 
Rhodian secondary stamps so far published is still 
that of Shelov (1957: especially 136-43). Second- 
ary stamps are mentioned below under nos. 9, 14, 
and 25. They suggest that nos. 14 and 25 are from 
the same amphora; another possible pair are nos. 1 
and 9. 
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2. 15065/1. Photo no. 1.2481. II-III 1325 
'E~ti AnPetd 
8a 
Apxaptuiou 
Rhodian, Period V 
fDA 4 
SuI~i? 
Stamps with the eponym Aketidaiag have been found 
joined with the fabricants AtoKkSiag and ApaKov- 
ziag; (Bleckmann 1907: 32, no. 21; 1912: 250). 
A stamp with AtokXfiaq was found in a second 
century B.C. context at Alba Fucens (Mertens 1955: 
88; no. 16; Grace and Savvatianou-Petropoulakou 
1970: 297, n. 2, present a restored reading); another, 
dating to ca. 146 B.C., was found at Corinth (Grace 
and Savvatianou-Petropoulakou 1970: 308, no. E19). 
3. 11036/1. Photo no. 1.3845 IV. 1092 
'E7rtt Av6po 
vuKOU 
Aakiou 
Rhodian, Period V 
iJ 
The eponym AvGp6vstrcog has been assigned to Pe- 
riod V because stamps that name him have been pub- 
lished from Samaria, which was destroyed in 108 B.C. 
(Reisner 1924: 314, no. 12; Crowfoot, Crowfoot, and 
4. 12115/2. Photo no. 1.2479. 1277 H3 
'E7Ci [Av8po 
veiK[oU ApZaX 
?UT[tot) 
Rhodian, Period V 
See no. 3, above. 
5. 12704/1. Photo no. 1.3863. Post H-1 1118 
Apa•.oPqy(E•u) Rhodian, Period V 
Stamps of the fabricant ApaTotpdvqrq have not been 
found on any intact amphorae that would associate 
him with an eponym. The date assigned here is in- 
ferred since the fabricant does not occur on stamps 
in the Pergamon deposit, nor in Corinth or Carth- 
age; a stamp that names him does occur at Samaria 
Kenyon 1957: 380), and are absent from the major 
datable deposits at Pergamon (205-175 B.C.) (Grace 
1985: 42, Period III), Carthage, and Corinth (both 
destroyed in 146 B.C.). 
L T 
(Reisner 1924: 311; no. 11). 
(V. R. G.) Also, the context at Tarsus, "Bottom 
Level, Hellenistic-Roman Unit," indicates a prob- 
able date soon after the mid-second century B.C. 
(Goldman 1950: 31). 
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6. 5231/1. Photo no. 1.3858. H-2 572 
"E[NI "Apt]fuvi 
vticTog 
AaiMou (V. R. G.) 
Restored reading by V. R. Grace 
Rhodian, Period V 
.? VS. ?. ?? 1 
The eponym Aptc~-dva? is assigned to Period V 
because stamps that name him have been found at 
Samaria (Crowfoot, Crowfoot, and Kenyon 1957: 
381) but are absent in the major datable deposits at 
Pergamon, Carthage, and Corinth. 
(V. R. G.) Note that the eponym named in this 
stamp is Aptordva 11 Aptardva4 I is not known in 
stamps with a month name (as in no. 6), but he is 
datable to about the mid-third century B.C. (Grace 
1963: 328, n. 20; 1986: 564, no. 22). 
7. 10889/1. Photo no. 1.3862. 1158 II 
Aptr-copIv(rq) 
Chian? lagynos 
Fabric: 2.5YR 6/6 (pinkish white) 
Slip: 2.5YR 6/6 (light red) 
' 
A lagynos is a small, squat pitcher with a tall neck 
and a broad strap handle and is considered a 
specialty of Chian producers. Chian amphorae and 
lagynoi were not stamped with the consistency that 
Rhodian vessels of the late third through first cen- 
turies B.C. were, and because of this neither the 
significance nor the sequence of Chian names on 
stamps has been determined (Grace and Savvatianou- 
Petropoulakou 1970: 361. Grace states that ".... some 
100 different names are on file at the Agora Ex- 
cavation from stamps on handles thought to be 
Chian). For another example of this curious stamp, 
see Dumont 1872: 388, no. 6. 
8. 12124/1. Photo no. 1.3846. IV 1298 
'Eiri Aptconc6ito[] 
Ap-cagLtfou (V. R, G.) 
Restored reading by V. R. Grace 
Rhodian, Period V 
'~-? r 9~ . cs~ ~~::.~ ~ on 
(V. R. G.) Tops of two amphorae have been found 
that join the eponym AptcrT6noh t, the one with the 
fabricant 
MEvE(crpa-og (see no. 23), and the other 
with the fabricant 10A-atpoS (Grace and Savvatianou- 
Petropoulakou 1970: 297, n. 1). 
AptT6ronto?t is assigned to this period because of the absence of stamps that name him at Pergamon, 
Carthage, and Corinth and by the presence of stamps 
that name him at Samaria (Crowfoot, Crowfoot, and 
Kenyon 1957: 381). 
9. 7933/1. No Photograph. 842 Locus 842 
Rose 
"Erit' 
Apt]-Cpd['C]o[u r 
O~o]c]opopi[ou] (V. R. G.) 
Restored reading by 
V. R. Grace 
Rhodian, Period V 
!! 
? ? 
?:' ?' 
. , 
, 
- ? 
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(V. R. G.) Probably the only possibilities for re- 
storing the name here are ApftopaTog and KXrl- 
v6cTpazog. These are both of Period V (Grace and 
Savvatianou-Petropoulakou 1970: 316-17, no. E 45). 
We find the closest parallel in the rubbing of a 
stamp in Alexandria that names AptiGzpaTog with 
this month. The other Rhodian eponym names end- 
ing in -Tpacog are not known to appear in this kind 
of stamp, only ApfozpaTog and K%1jv6ozpacog.. 
A whole amphora dated in the term of Ap{icrpa- 
Tog has recently been published (Nicolaou and Em- 
pereur 1986: 523-24, no. 8-an amphora of cP68'ov, 
cf. nos. 27, 28 here). Those authors placed the year 
of Ap•oYTpacog too early, following an incorrect res- toration that associated it with Carthage (Ferron and 
Pinard 1960-1961: 111-12, no. 271). 
The other handle of the amphora to which no. 9 
belonged was possibly stamped with the name of 
AX&'av6pog (cf. no. 1). The two names are associ- 
ated by closely similar secondary stamps. 
10. 16176/1. Photo no. 1.2482. 1756 H2 
'Eint ApXei 
[fp6-c]ou 
[A]a]iou 
Rhodian, Periods V-VI 
iO ~~/~'A? r: :? U? \.R 
e Af)f 
There are two eponyms with the name Ap34gp3po- 
tog. Grace (1965: 15 D; Grace and Savvatianou- 
Petropoulakou 1970: no. E 45) states that they are 
about two generations apart; the first is sometime 
after 150 B.C. while the latter is in the early first 
century B.C. The distinction between the two is based 
upon the development of the profile of the amphorae 
on which the names occur, especially the angle of 
the handle to the neck and rim. Unfortunately, not 
enough of the neck has survived to allow this com- 
parison, so that our stamp is assigned a period that 
spans that of the homonyms. 
11. 12614/1. Photo no. 
lost. II 1345 
['Eci3] Apztpt 
OU 
[A]yp [Iavi]ou 
(V. R. G.)2 
Rhodian, Period V 
b?oQ~M::II: ~o 
~: rt": ':n 
Stamps with the eponym Apy~3ftog are assigned to 
Period V because examples occur in three datable 
contexts: a building deposit at Alba Fucens, late 
second to the early first century B.C. (Mertens 1955: 
89-90, no. 18); a large deposit of amphorae on 
Rhodes believed to be the workshop of one fabri- 
cant--MEvcG'parcog (cf. no. 23), who is assigned to 
this same period (Paris 1914: 306, no. 21); and Sa- 
maria (Reisner 1924: 314, no. 27; Crowfoot, Crow- 
foot, and Kenyon 1957: 381). Grace has cited an 
example of this eponym occurring with another fab- 
ricant-Eitpqvaog (Grace 1962: 112; no. 5). 
12. No registration number. Photo no. 2133. 15/1 
'E(it) A[--]p[--] 
Ayptatvou 
Rectangular 
Rhodian eponym 
Examination of this handle and its stamp was based 
solely on the photograph, as it could not be found in 
the initial study made in the summer of 1983. 
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13. 6859/1. Photo no. 1.3857. H 729 
Fopyia 
Fopyia 
Rhodian, Period V 
~rWc~iL5 c' 
(V. R. G.) This seems to represent two efforts to 
write the name of the fabricant Fopyitag in the soft 
clay of the die before firing, even though the second 
line reads yotga. (On how to make dies, see Grace 
1935.) On one later example found in the French 
excavations on Thasos, see Grace and Salviat (1962). 
Other examples of the name Fopyi7ta are also writ- 
ten carelessly, as in our example. A date for him in 
the late second half of the second century B.C. is 
confirmed by information that is not yet published 
(V. R. Grace, personal communication). 
14. 7506/1. Photo no. 1.3865. H-2 803 
Rose 
]Rhodian, p[eriod V Rhodian, Period V 
i 
"' t~: 
(V. R. G.) Aca6p9tkog? is assigned to Period V because 
of stamps present at Samaria (Crowfoot, Crowfoot, 
and Kenyon 1957: 383), and by the fabricant's asso- 
ciation with various eponyms known to date to the 
same period, including Kkrv6o"zparcog (see no. 20; 
see also no. 25 for perhaps the other handle of the 
amphora of no. 14). 
15. 9683/1. Photo no. 1.3847. II 860 Locus 860 
E6RKXairoo 
Caduceus 
Rhodian, Period V 
I I zLc 
The fabricant E'KXhstrog has been found on intact 
and partially preserved amphorae opposite these five 
eponyms: ApfozarKog (Hall 1885: 392, no. 5057); 
Acy-ucg]i'r II (Shelov 1975: 101, no. 351); OE4poav- 
6pog (Grace 1985: 13, n. 24); Ntucaa7y6pa II 
(Macalister 1912: 363; cf. no. 25 here); and Tt- 
g6?Eog (Riley 1977: 124-25, no. D16). All of these 
eponyms are now assigned to Period V. 
(V. R. G.) For the jar of EGt'Kettrog dated by the 
eponym OEgpcav6pog, see Nicolaou and Empereur (1986: 529, no. 14), where it is published with 
photographs. 
16. 12605/1. Photo no. 1.3762. II 1345 
E1K 
[X]. 
['] 
TOD 
Caduceus 
Rhodian, Period V 
See no. 15. 
~B~:3: IC.~i-- 
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17. 10243/1. Photo no. 1.3867. H-1 1103 
ED' KXC{t'TOU 
Caduceus 
Rhodian, Period V 
See no. 15. 
1-?ii-:l: . :•.G? 
S ?'?.L 
18. 4003/1. Photo no. 1.3848. II 95 
Helios 'Ei't ED 
head ppdvo(pog) 
Rhodian, Period II 
L2, 
==76:~ii;?.?i~F~J~ 1r =,I. 
(V. R. G.) Grace now assigns the Rhodian eponym 
Eu' pdvop to a date early in the last quarter of the 
third century B.C. in accordance with the revised 
chronology she has outlined (Grace 1974: 193-200), 
i.e., somewhat later than was proposed previously 
(Grace 1956: 143, no. 99). The dates are confirmed 
by the probable combination of no. 18 with no. 26, 
which names the fabricant flac&Mv. 
19. 15700/1. Photo no. 1.2483. Surface 
KaXXtoi5q 
Asterisk in each corner 
Rhodian, Period III 
'-:o 
- 
t~I j : 
(V. R. G.) The presence of stamps of KacktX'i (note 
the fabricant is a woman) in the Pergamon deposit 
indicates that her career began before ca. 175 B.c. An 
amphora of hers dated in the term of Aptor•68agog (Shelov 1975: 107, no. 378) confirms such a date. 
The year of Aptoar68agog is probably between 182 
B.C. and 176 B.C. (Grace 1985: 9). The amphora is 
half-size (Brashinsky 1978: 14). Shelov (1975: 107; 
no. 378) notes that this find establishes the workshop 
of KaXht& in the second half of the "Pergamon pe- 
riod." A handle with her name (SS 7863) was found 
in Agora deposit N 20:7, dated "first and early sec- 
ond quarters of the second century B.C." (Rotroff 
1982: 105). Evidence is not yet available for how 
much longer KaXti& operated (below, p. 59). 
See further, no. 29. 
20. 19672/1. Photo no. 1.3090. 2711 Locus 2715 
'Eni7 [Kki]vo 
oT(p)ca [tolu 
Apt[apttrio]u (V. . G.) 
The restored reading by 
V. R. Grace has been 
made by comparing 
the photograph with 
material in her archives. 
Rhodian, Period V 
_ijl~;":' ?:72 ?c .o.~ 
The eponym KXkqvoGrparcog occurs on an intact am- 
phora opposite the fabricant FXauxicag and can also 
be associated with the fabricants AalthpiXog, E'ppcd- 
vop, and Mi8ag, all assigned to Period V (Grace and 
Savvatianou-Petropoulakou 1970: 316-17, no. E45; 
Grace 1985: 9-10, 42). 
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21. 8353/1. Photo no. 3868. H-2 754 
Aivou 
Grape cluster 
Rhodian, Period V 
The fabricant Aivog is assigned to Period V because 
of the absence of stamps that name him at Perga- 
mon, Carthage, and Corinth, although stamps that 
do name him have been published from Samaria 
(Crowfoot, Crowfoot, and Kenyon 1957: 383). Aivog 
has been found on an amphora associated with an 
eponym, NtrKacay6paq (Maiuri 1924: 268, no. 1, 
22. 19639/1. Photo no. 1.2902. 2711 Locus 2711 
M[E]v. W(t)k6)• LGrape q (V. R. G.) 
cluster?j 
Restored reading and date provided by 
V. R. Grace 
Rhodian, Period V 
(V. R. G.) No. 22 belongs to a number of slightly 
different readings of this name, usually accompanied 
below by a cluster of grapes. For the name with this 
device, see Nilsson (1909: 158; under "raisin"), where 
examples from Alexandria are cited. The Grace ar- 
chive has further examples from Alexandria, Jerusa- 
lem, Beirut, Cyprus, Delos, and Rhodes. The die of 
no. 22 is identified by the unintentional iota between 
23. 9633/1. Photo no. 1.3853. II 855 
Mvozpd6['TCou] 
Dolphin around anchor 
Rhodian, Period V 
The fabricant Mcvicrpa-cog can be associated with 
seven eponyms, four of which were found in what 
is believed to be the potter's workshop. These are 
Aicyivaq, Apto•ri6noktq, Apxiltog, and ApXivoq (Paris 1914: 322-23; Grace and Savvatianou-Petropoulakou 
24. 10772/1. Photo no. 1.3859. H-1 1259 
MiG8[a] [grape cluster] (V. R. G.) 
Caduceus 
Restored reading and date provided by 
V. R. Grace 
Rhodian, Period V 
Appendix). 
There are at least two eponyms named Nt•a- 
cayopaq (cf. no. 25); if there is only one fabricant 
named Aivog and the dates assigned here are valid, 
then Maiuri's amphora ought to be NtK•acty6paq II (ca. 123 B.C.). 
the epsilon and the kappa of the name, matched in a 
more complete example in Alexandria. 
Grace saw a whole amphora of the fabricant dated 
in the term of Apic-cparog (month Ayptivtog) in 
1949 in the Beirut Museum. On the eponym, see 
no. 9. His name, incomplete in the impression of the 
whole jar, is restored from a stamp in Alexandria 
that has the same spelling mistake, an extra sigma. 
1970: 296). The three other eponyms are Aptoiroj- 
ppo-i68ag (Crowfoot, Crowfoot, and Kenyon 1957: 
387), Eacivop (IG XIV: 2393: 4; Bleckmann 1907: 
31, no. 10, Appendix 1), and 'Earcte'og (Grace and 
Savvatianou-Petropoulakou 1970: 296, n. 2). 
(z:z?=l 
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(V. R. G.) Mifag was a very productive manufac- 
turer, well dated to the second half of the second 
century B.C. by many known associations of his name 
with those of eponyms of that period (cf. no. 1, with 
references; particularly Grace 1985: 9-10, 42). A 
whole amphora of Mi8ag, with devices as in no. 24 
and dated in the term of TEtcdg(avog, has recently 
been published with photographs (Nicolaou and Em- 
pereur 1986: 527-28, no. 12, fig. 11). The fabricant 
Aacp6qtkog (cf. nos. 14, 25) also dated jars in the 
term of TEtcdgevog, as is known from accidentally 
superimposed eponym and fabricant stamps on a 
handle in the Benaki Collection in Alexandria. 
25. 10776/1. Photo no. 1.2472. H-1 1259 
Locus 1259 
Rose 
'Eci Nt-aoayO6[pa Flavdigtou 
Aeuzvpo]u (V. R. G.) 
Restored reading by V. R. Grace, 
based on a more complete 
impression in her file. 
Secondary stamp to right: 
delta with dot in center 
Rhodian, Period V 
w 
(V. R. G.) Grace (1985: 11) distinguishes two Rhod- 
ian eponyms named NIMaoay6pag, the first dated to 
ca. 185 B.C., the second perhaps shortly after 123 B.C. 
The official named on no. 25 is probably the second 
of the two. Fabricants whose circular rose stamps 
occur in the term of NtKaaay6paq I are only Aaco- 
Kp•tdrl; and possibly InnroKpdr•;r (Grace 1985: 9). 
Perhaps no. 14, with a stamp of Aat6qnptXog, was 
the other handle of the jar dated by no. 25; in both 
stamps, the device occurs above the legend. The un- 
common secondary stamp on no. 25, delta with dot 
in center, has been found on a handle of Aato&ptiogq 
(Benaki correspondence with V. R. Grace, Letter P, 
15 March 1954, no. 93: rubbings of the main stamp 
and a secondary stamp). We know of no other fab- 
ricant who uses this secondary stamp. Secondary 
stamps may be impressed on either the fabricant or 
the eponym handle, but apparently they never ap- 
pear on both handles of the same jar. 
An amphora of the fabricant E6dppdvap dated in 
the term of Ntuacay6paq II (Grace 1985: 11) has 
now been published (Nicolaou and Empereur 1986: 
530-31; no. 15) with photographs of the amphora 
and its stamps, including a secondary stamp. The 
latter, incompletely impressed, has been wrongly re- 
stored; it is actually an alpha within a pi, as found 
accompanying a number of other stamps of EB- 
ppdvap (circular stamps with radiate head of Helios 
in the center), both those with his name and those 
naming eponyms who date his jars, Avbp6vCtKog, 
KXkiv6cr'pae•og, NtKcactmy6pag. 
Many examples of stamps with the name NtKa- 
cyayopag have been found, but few are specified as 
being either NtKacay6pag I or NtKaoay6pag II. Two 
stamps from Gezer, however, have secondary stamps, 
and a third can be associated with the fabricant 
Ei•KktcVog (cf. nos. 14-16); so these are probably 
NtacGaay6paq II (Macalister 1912: 359, no. 336 and 
360, no. 360, 363). 
There is an intact amphora on Rhodes with this 
eponym associated with the fabricant Aivog; it may 
also belong to Period V (Maiuri 1924: 268; no. 1, 
Appendix). 
26. 8688/1. Photo no. 1.3849. H-3 957 
r[aoi]mv 
Ayp [tav]io[u] (V. R. G.) 
Restored reading by V. R. Grace (personal 
communication 1984) 
Bead border 
Rhodian, Period II 
V 
. .. 
..0 
LP nU 
?co 
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The fabricant Hacrinov is associated with the eponyms 
ApCtooikaq and Muztov, now assigned the dates ca. 
240-220 B.C. and ca. 222 B.C., respectively (Bleck- 
mann 1912: 250-51; see also Halpern-Zylberstein 
1980: 245, nos. 6-7; Hannestad 1983: 71). 
The stamp itself is very similar in appearance to 
no. 18, which names the eponym E6uppdvap; per- 
haps they are contemporaries. 
(V. R. G.) A handle from Tarsus has a context of the 
second half of the third century B.C. (Middle Level, 
Middle Hellenistic Unit; Goldman 1950: 30-31). 
27. 13840/1. Photo no. 1.2472. H-2 1574 
Herm 
P6o[68]o 
vog (V. R. G.) 
Restored reading and date by V. R. Grace 
Rhodian, Period V 
r.:'Zz~ 
I~??@ 
~~jit~'??' 
c~7 
(V. R. G.) This 
'P6&0ov with the device of a herm 
('P6&ov II) is known in numerous variant arrange- 
ments and examples found in Pompeii, Alexandria, 
southern Russia, Delos, Rhodes, Cyprus, and many 
sites in the Middle East including Samaria. However, 
apparently only a single handle has been found in 
Athens (Grace 1934: 231, no. 62), which has more 
the arrangement of our no. 28 than our no. 27. See 
no. 9 for reference to whole amphoras of this fabri- 
cant dated in the term of Apiarrpacog (Period V). 
An earlier 
'P6&8ov ('P68ov I) uses stamps with 
the name in two lines and no device. For a published 
example, see Grace (1934: 231, no. 61). An example 
of the same type, SS 9898, comes from the lower 
fill of Agora cistern B 18: 13, dated to the second 
half of the third century B.C. The top of an amphora 
of ?P6oov I with both stamps preserved (unpublished) 
dates probably in the third quarter of the third cen- 
tury B.C., according to the eponym named. 
28. 1258/1. Photo no. 2134. H-3 217 
Herm 
"P6& o[vo]q (V. R. G.) 
Restored reading by V. R. Grace3 
Rhodian, Period V 
(V. R. G.) On the fabricant "P68&ov II, see no. 27. For 
the arrangement of the stamp (herm horizontal, head 
right, above the name which is in one line), see 
Nilsson (1909: 278, no. 369:6). 
29. 6311/1. Photo no. 1.3852. II 529 
Ttg]oi5a 
Rhodian, Period IV 
IU 
(V. R. G.) The fabricant Ttqth (II) is found at Carth- 
age but not in the Pergamon deposit, suggesting a 
date for the start of her career in the second quarter 
of the second century B.C. That date is further sup- 
ported by the presence of a stamp of this fabricant 
in the lower fill of Agora deposit U 22:3, in a small 
but very consistent group of stamped handles of 
that period. The name is again that of a woman (cf. 
no. 19). A stamp of TtqW I, whose fabricant stamps 
include the name of the month (more usually com- 
bined with the eponym), has been published from 
Failaka in Kuwait, in a deposit datable perhaps early 
in the last quarter of the third century B.C. (Hanne- 
stad 1983: 47, no. 682, pls. 66, 78). For a summary 
of the stamps from the site, of which only five (all 
Rhodian) were found legible, see Hannestad (1983: 
71-72). Hannestad (1983: 77, 103) uses a date of 
ca. 225-220 B.C. for the stamps as a group, largely 
derived from the Athenian Agora archives. She also 
has a hoard of coins found, like the stamped frag- 
ments, in the lower level of the Hellenistic fortress 
at Failaka (Hannestad 1983: 75-76). The latest dat- 
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able coins are from the beginning of the reign of 
Antiochus III (cf. Empereur and Garlan 1987: 103, 
no. 154). 
We know of three handles bearing stamps of 
Tti6 I: from Failaka, the Athenian Agora (SS 12640, 
from the Middle Stoa construction fill), and Alexan- 
dria (Benaki Collection). Of Ttpd3 II, the Ttpo6 of our 
no. 29, we have individual entries for more than 80 
examples (many from Magna Graecia, not more than 
five from Athens) and can add 96 identified and 
counted in 1967 from the Benaki Collection in Al- 
exandria (Grace 1985: 42). The time span between 
Ttp0f I and Ttip) II allows for an intervening gener- 
ation, and perhaps the Ttpd) of our no. 29 was the 
granddaughter of TtCi6 I. Nilsson (1909: 102) as- 
sumes that it was by inheritance that Rhodian 
women became amphora fabricants. (On amphora 
potter dynasties, see Grace 1985: 12-13.) 
30. 11757/2. Photo no. 1.2479. III (?) 1313 
Rhodian, mid-third century B.C.(?) (V. R. G.) 
Date suggested by V. R. Grace 
11111u:.. uNI :~ ;F 
(V. R. G.) thiciart is a feminine name. Handles 
stamped with her name are thought to be early Rhod- 
ian, perhaps about mid-third century B.C.; Rhodian 
amphorae of that period show considerable variation 
in shape and clay. We know of not more than 14 or 
15 handles stamped with this name, of which at least 
eight occur on Samos, where a great many early 
Rhodian handles have been found. Others are known 
from Rhodes (IG XII, 1: 1409), Alexandria, and lasos 
in Caria (Levi 1965-1966: 557, no. 33; the name 
there is on one line). 
31. 11864/2. Photo no. 1.3861. II-III 1325 
[--]otoU [----]U 
Rose 
Rhodian, second century B.C.? "/? 
(V. R. G.) For types with rose below, see Grace 1985: pl. 1: nos. 2a, 2c, 3a, 3c. 
32. 5100/1. Photo no. 1.2480. II 270 
[ ] 
Perhaps Rhodian, second-first centuries B.C.? 
Fabric: 5YR 7/4 (pink) 
Slip: 10YR 8/3 (very pale brown) 
S 
33. 1624/1. Photo no. 2135. H-3 243 
[N]ipo 
Roman, first century B.C.? 
11 
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34. 1684/1. Photo no. 1.3851 
[N]ai~po 
Rectangular 
Roman, first century B.C.? 
Fabric: 5YR 7/3 (pink) with some grit 
inclusions 
Slip: 10YR 8/3 (very pale brown) 
This stamp could not be located at the time rub- 
bings, handle profiles, and fabric descriptions were 
made. The impression, however, shows clearly in the 
photograph. 
No parallels have been found for nos. 33 and 34; 
the name, however, is a Latin one written in Greek 
characters. 
35. 13129/1. Photo no. 1.2486. 
Her-Hel 3025 
Scopas 
Roman, early first century B.C. 
Fabric: 2.5Y 8/2 (white) with 
some grit and straw 
inclusions 
Slip: 2.5Y 8/2 (white) 
/ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Scopas was a slave of a freedman working for Vi- kilns in Brindisi (unpublished).4 
sellius Vicellius whose handles are found mostly in 
36. 13131/1. Photo no. 1.2485. 
Her-Hel 3025 
Scopas 
Roman, early first century B.C. 
Fabric: 2.5YR 8/2 (white) sand, 
grit, and straw inclusions 
Slip: 2.5Y 8/2 (white) 
See no. 35, above. 
,,0 
A ___ 
37. 14054/1. Photo no. 1.2480. H-2 1601 
Origin uncertain 
Third-first centuries B.C.? 
Fabric: 5YR 7/4 (pink) 
Slip: 5YR 8/4 (pink) 
?C3~_'B~~ ~ 
.Ic, 
38. 10339/2. No Photograph 
Origin uncertain 
Third-first centuries B.C. 
Fabric: 5YR 7/6 (reddish yellow) 
Slip: 10YR 8/3 (very pale brown) 
j - 
? S 
39. 7113/1. Photo no. 1.3855. H-1 752A 
Origin uncertain 
Date uncertain 
Fabric: 10YR 7/2 (light gray) 
Slip: 2.5YR 8/2 (white) 
Oz~~ 
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APPENDIX 
General Remarks on the Rhodian in the Group and Its Dates 
Virginia R. Grace 
The percentage of the handles datable at various 
periods generally follows the pattern shown in the 
Alexandria count of 1967 (Grace 1985: 42), except 
that the increase at Beersheba does not begin before 
Periods IV-V. The earlier periods are interestingly, 
if sparsely, represented: see nos. 18-19, 26, and 30. 
Of these earlier handles, nos. 30 and 19 name 
women, Dtio-ra and KaXkt&i, as fabricants; a third 
woman fabricant, Ttgi&, is named on a later handle, 
no. 29. See the comment on these items and con- 
sider whether this Ttipg (II) may be the grand- 
daughter of a fabricant of the same name, about 
contemporary with no. 18 plus 26 (H-aoiov in the 
term of Eu6tpdvcap). The three feminine names rep- 
resented at Beersheba include the majority of those 
known among Rhodian fabricants. Perhaps the only 
important ones missing are AtoKckfa and Ntcayig. 
Grace (1968: 177 and no. 12) dates the latter to 
about 200 B.C. According to Grace and Savvatianou- 
Petropoulakou (1970: 308; no. E 19), contexts seem 
to date stamps with the name AtoKckia ca. mid- and 
late second century B.C., and possibly more than one 
fabricant is represented. On feminine names in Rhod- 
ian stamps, see Nilsson (1909: 59-60, 101-3; cf. 
Masson 1986: 39-40). 
What follows is a listing of persons' names, ori- 
gins, functions (fabricant or eponym), and the rele- 
vant stamp numbers; Rhodian months; Latin names; 
devices; and secondary stamps. 
Names of Persons 
AioXiva;, Rh. ep., cf. 23 
AkX'av6pog, Rh. fab., 1; cf. 9 
AkcsFtd6ag, Rh. ep., 2 
Av6p6vtrcog, Rh. ep., 3, 4; cf. 25 
Apa-ropdvrlg, Rh. fab., 5 
ApiotaKog, Rh. ep., cf. 15 
Aptoriwva I, 
Rh. ep., cf. 6 
Aptoriwva II, 
Rh. ep., 6 
Apto-r68ajog, Rh. ep., cf. 19 
Aptorolpppoti6ag, 
Rh. ep., cf. 23 
AptotogEovrg, Chian lagynos, 7 
Aptor6'rnoktg, Rh. ep., 8; cf. 23 
Apiorpatog, Rh. ep., 9; cf. 22, 27 
Appooi•a;, Rh. ep., cf. 26 
ApyX~4ppotog, Rh. ep., 10 
Ap~i~itog, Rh. ep., 11; cf. 23 
Apilvo;, Rh. ep., cf. 23 
AorugliGrl II, Rh. ep., cf. 15 
F•aucia;, Rh. fab., cf. 20 
Fopyj{a;, Rh. fab., 13 
AagoIcpadril, Rh. fab., cf. 25 
Aagt~iptko;, Rh. fab., 14; cf. 20, 24, 25 
AtoK•cs{a, Rh. fab., cf. 2 
ApaKovr{i6aq, Rh. fab., cf. 2 
Eipprvaio;, Rh. fab., cf. 11 
'Eo-rtiio;, Rh. ep., cf. 23 
Etdvo(p, Rh. ep., cf. 23 
EU'SKstXro;, Rh. fab., 15, 16, 17; cf. 25 
E6tpp6vmp, Rh. ep., 18; cf. 26 
E6D'pdvpap, Rh. fab., cf. 20, 25 
F0*poav6po;, Rh. ep., cf. 15 
'InnoKpcirl, Rh. fab., cf. 25 
KaXkt&, Rh. fab., 19 
KXv6orparo;, Rh. ep., 20; cf. 9, 14, 25 
Aivo;, Rh. fab., 21; cf. 25 
MEWvEKif, Rh. fab., 22 
MEviorparo;, Rh. fab., 23; cf. 8, 11 
Mi6a;, Rh. fab., 24; cf. 1, 20 
Mur ov, Rh. ep., cf. 26 
Nucdyti, Rh. fab. 
NtWaoay6paq I, Rh. ep., cf. 25 
Ntuaoay6paq II, Rh. ep., 25; cf. 15, 21 
H-aoiov, Rh. fab., 26; cf. 18 
'P6&ov I, Rh. fab., cf. 27 
"P6&ov II, Rh. fab., 27, 28 
lwkatpo;, Rh. fab., cf. 8 
TEtodgEvo;, Rh. ep., cf. 24 
Ttigj (I), Rh. fab., cf. 29 
Ttgi6 (II), Rh. fab., 29 
i(tdiora, Rh. fab., 30 
Rhodian Months 
Ayptivvto, 11, 12, 26; cf. 22 
Apragirto;, 2, 4, 8, 20 
Ba6p6'gto;, not represented 
Adaito;, 3, 6, 10 
At6o0uo;, 
not represented 
?Eojpoq6ptog, 9 
su6aGaoto;, not represented 
Kapveio;, not represented 
1-1vajio;, not represented 
-Idvajo; 6se6-poS, 25 
F-6aysirvou;, not represented 
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lgpiv6to;, not represented 
"YaKivOlto, not represented 
Latin Names 
Naero, 33, 34 
Scopas, 35, 36 
Devices 
Asterisks, Rh., 19 
Bead border, Rh., 26 
Caduceus, Rh., 15, 16, 17, 24 
Dolphin around anchor, Rh., 23 
Grape cluster, Rh., 21; cf. 22, 24 
Helios head, Rh., 18 
Herm, Rh., 27, 28 
Rose, Rh. 1, 9, 14, 25, 35 
Secondary Stamps 
Rhodian, 1, 25 
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NOTES 
1By her own request, Virginia Grace's contributions are 
prefaced by the initials "V. R. G." Since these contributions 
were provided partly through personal communication and 
partly in letter form, what actually appears in the text after 
each "V. R. G." represents summaries of the information 
she provided, and not in all cases her own words written 
for publication. 
2The month was supplied by V. R. Grace from a more 
complete example in her files at the Agora Excavations 
(personal communication 12 November 1987). 
3This handle was not available to J. Rehard when he 
carried out the preliminary study and hence only a photo- 
graph could be used. 
4This information was provided by Jean-Yves Em- 
pereur, who also states that there is an intact amphora in 
Alexandria with the name of Scopas on one of its handles 
(personal communication). 
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